Objective: Development of methods for building concept models to support structured data entry and image retrieval in chest radiography.
An impediment
to achieving a comprehensive computer-based patient record is the difficulty of representing clinicians' observations. ' For observational data to be used across computer applications for decision support, quality assurance, abstraction for research, and other tasks, the meaning of recorded observations must be interpretable by computer. Two possible strategies for acquiring computer-interpretable observational data are "structured data entry," in which clinicians enter observations by selecting concepts directly from a controlled vocabulary, and "naturallanguage processing, " in which clinicians enter observations using natural language and their words are transformed into a controlled-vocabulary representation by an algorithm.
Although these two strategies present very different user interfaces, both depend on an underlying model of unambiguous medical concepts that can be shared among applications using patient-record data. For example, to handle observations of lung nodules on chest x-rays, both naturallanguage processing and structured data-entry systems can make use of a model of chest radiography that gives the subtypes and attributes of lung nodules.
Sharable concept models are difficult to deve1op.2 All models are abstractions of the real world that omit details in order to focus on the aspects of reality important to a given task.3 Models developed for different tasks therefore omit different kinds of de- tails. Building a model that is adequate for more than one task will require a clear articulation of the demands that each task places upon the model. Determining the modeling needs of an individual task is an iterative process, involving both "top-down" and "bottom-up" activity." Each iteration requires insight into the conceptual structures that are important to the given task (top-down) in conjunction with validation and testing against the needs of applications that perform the task (bottom-up). The result of each iteration is a working model, documented, wherever possible, by the reasons that individual conceptual structures meet the demands of the task. This paper presents the methods and results of an initial manual modeling iteration aimed at meeting the needs of reporting and retrieving radiologists' interpretations of chest radiographs. We chose to focus on the limited domain of chest radiography in order to move quickly toward functioning applications that could show practical use of concept modeling.
Background Structured Data Entry
The idea that clinicians' observations could be entered into the medical record by direct selection from a controlled, structured concept set is not new. Early structured data-entry systems were implemented in a hypertension clinic," a radiology department,6,7 and a hospital general-medical ward.* These systems did not have lasting success. Recent efforts have been directed at "predictive data entry" based on deeper models of the domain of discourse,9 at taking full advantage of a graphical user interface," '-" and at leveraging the contribution of nonmedical personnel.10 A recent endoscopy reporting system has shown that structured data entry typically captures more complete data than does natural-language dictation. I6 Structured data-entry systems have generally been more successful in narrower knowledge domains. One factor limiting the generalizability of structured dataentry systems is the lack of a widely accepted standard model of clinical findings. Although it might be argued that structured data entry should be based upon currently available controlled medical vocabularies, l7 no currently available controlled vocabulary meets the criteria for a general system of medical semantics. 18
Concept Models of Medical Information
Worldwide interest is now focusing on the development of models that represent valid relationships among concepts more deeply than do traditional controlled vocabularies.19-27 Instead of representing a term such as "calcified right lung nodule" with a single code, a deeper model might represent an atomic concept, "nodule,"
along with relationships that allow it to be linked to the modifying concept "calcified" and the location concept "lung," which in turn can be modified by the laterality "right."
Most recent modeling efforts attempt to restrict the kinds of knowledge represented in order to avoid computational intractability.
It has been shown, however, that an aggressively restricted representation was not sufficient to represent knowledge for reasoning about acid-base and electrolyte disorders. 28 Rector defines an intermediately restricted conceptual knowledge model as one that represents only the valid combinations of concepts that form medically sensible expressions. This kind of model is held in contrast to a general inferential knowledge model, which would also represent associations among specific findings, diseases, and treatments.29 The GALEN knowledge base is an example of a conceptual knowledge model. 22 It contains the knowledge that a bone is a valid location for a fracture, fractures may be caused by pathologic conditions, a femur is a kind of bone, and osteoporosis is a kind of pathologic condition, so that it makes sense to talk about a fracture of the femur caused by osteoporosis. The DXplain 30 knowledge base, on the other hand, is an example of a general inferential knowledge model. It contains a list of specific diseases that could cause a long-bone fracture, including osteoporosis, Paget's disease, and Albright's Hereditary Osteodystrophy. The term concept model has recently been used by Rector in place of the term conceptual-knowledge model.22
The Findings-Diagnosis Continuum Recent work in our group has focused on a broad conceptual framework for representing image descriptions. 31 In our view, no sharp distinction exists between findings and diagnoses. Instead, findings exist in a continuum from the most direct observations to highly interpretive diagnoses. All findings are essentially interpretations of patterns of raw perceptions. Some findings are composite, however, in that they can be asserted as interpretations of other findings. In chest radiography, for example, "congestive heart failure" is a composite finding because it could be asserted as an interpretation of the more low-level findings "pleural effusion," "increased interstitial markings," and "enlarged heart." "Pleural effusion, " in turn, could be asserted as an interpretation of the elemental finding "blunted costophrenic angle." The latter finding is elemental in that it would only be asserted directly, not as an interpretation of another finding.
In a prior modeling experiment, the findings-diagnosis continuum model was able to represent the knowledge of a real reporting application. Eight broad concept types and eight relations from the findingsdiagnosis continuum model"' were used as the base to build a model for pelvic-ultrasound reporting.26 This core model included the concept types FINDING, COMPOSITE FINDING, ELEMENTAL FINDING, and ETIO-LOGIC DIAGNOSIS. These concept types are called "broad" because they subsume most of the other concept types in the model and they lay out the basic relations by which concepts may be linked. The domain 'content for this prior experiment was taken from the standardized terms used by UltraSTAR, a structured reporting application that is now in routine use in the Ultrasound Section of the Radiology Department, Brigham and Women's Hospital.'" The resulting pelvic-ultrasound model contained 103 concept types and ten relations. A structured data-entry application that would directly use this model remains under development, the original UltraSTAR application having been built without the use of a formal conceptual taxonomy.
Automated Model Discovery
Computer-based analysis of natural language holds the promise of deriving concept models empirically from the sublanguage that clinicians actually use in a particular medical domain.32-34 Tools for sublanguage analysis are not widely available, however.
The CLARIT system makes selective use of naturallanguage processing techniques, and has been applied primarily to automatic indexing of documents. 35,36 CLARIT can process a large corpus of text from a particular knowledge domain into a "firstorder thesaurus"-a list of terms in the domain ranked by a measure of their importance in the domain. CLARIT thesaurus generation involves two major steps. The first step extracts noun phrases from the source text using heuristic natural-language processing and a large lexicon. Noun phrases are "morphologically normalized," meaning that lexical variants are mapped to a single form. To illustrate, from the sentence "There are a few scattered small nodular opacities that are not clearly vascular in origin, possibly representing granulomata" CLARIT extracts the noun phrases "scattered small nodular opacity;" " origin,"
and "granulomata."
CLARIT's second step scores all normalized noun phrases based on several statistics, including their distribution within the domain corpus and their uniqueness compared with general English-language terms. The highest-scoring terms are selected out, forming a first-order thesaurus. CLARIT, as it is currently available, does not attempt to build a "secondorder thesaurus," which would represent the valid relationships among terms.
Representing Concept Models
Cimino has described requirements for medical-concept representations. l8 Sowa's conceptual-graph formalism 37 is a representation system that can support these requirements. We use a simplification of Sowa's formalism. Its basic units are concept types, concept instances, and relations.
Concept types are arranged in a subsumption hierarchy of supertypes and subtypes (sometimes called an "is-a" hierarchy). The fact that LEFT LUNG is a subtype of LUNG may be asserted in conceptual-graph notation using the "<" symbol:
Instances of concept types are represented in conceptual-graph notation by the type name enclosed in brackets. Concept instances may be individual or yeneric. [LUNG: #2021] is an individual instance of the concept type LUNG in some database. The number "#2021," called an individual marker, gives the concept instance a unique identity among other instances of LUNG in the database. Generic concept instances refer to some unspecified instance of a concept type. These are noted by omitting the individual marker. Thus [LUNG] is a generic instance of the concept type LUNG; it may be read as meaning "some lung."
Concept instances may be linked by relations. Each relation is directional and can only link concept instances from a restricted set of types. Relations are represented in conceptual-graph notation by the relation name enclosed in parentheses. Canonical graphs connect generic concepts with relations, to show which concept types may be validly linked by a relation. Thus the canonical graph
indicates that an upper lobe is a concept that may be sensibly expressed as a part of a lung. Relations in canonical graphs are inherited along the type hierarchy. Thus [LEFT LUNG] inherits the (HAS PART) relation to [UPPER LOBE]. We say that canonical graphs set out "semantic constraints" because concepts that are not linked in a canonical graph may not be sen-sibly combined in a single expression. Notice that these conceptual graphs use only standard American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) characters, so they may be transmitted easily by electronic mail.
The conceptual-graph formalism can represent both a concept model for patient data and the actual patient data.20,27 It has also been shown that a semanticnetwork concept model'" can be represented separately from a patient database that stores references into the model. 38, 39 Methods
Chest-radiograph Report Corpus
Twenty megabytes of natural-language reports had been collected previously from four hospitals; 55,411 unique, normalized noun phrases had been parsed from this corpus by the CLARIT 35,36 selective naturallanguage processing system. These noun phrases had been further scored, ranked, and filtered by the CLARIT system, creating a first-order thesaurus of 21,108 candidate terms.*
We selected a sample of 18 reports from this corpus for manual examination. Reports were selected based on their being intermediate in length (containing 15 to 25 noun phrases parsed by CLARIT) and on their containing interesting findings and difficult-to-model concept types such as enumeration and temporal comparisons. From these 18 reports, we selected the first three reports for complete sentence-by-sentence representation using our model.
Manual Modeling of Chest-radiograph Reports
A semantic network for chest-radiograph reporting was built in group meetings involving two to four medical informaticians.
The group always included at least one clinician. A structure of broad, organizing concept types was created by abstracting patterns from statements in the sample chest-x-ray reports and by applying clinical knowledge.
When appropriate, concept types and relations were taken from our own previous modeling work. Twelve concept types and ten relations were taken from a previously "This work was generously contributed by Professor David A.
Evans, Director of the Laboratory for Computational
Linguistics, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The work is part of a project to compare modeling approaches among a number of collaborating groups. 40 The four hospitals that contributed reports were Brigham and Women's Hospital, ColumbiaPresbyterian Hospital. LDS Hospital, and Oregon Health Sciences University Hospital.
developed model of the "findings-diagnosis continuum."31 An additional 15 concept types and three relations, primarily modeling general principles of anatomy, were taken from a previously developed model for pelvic-ultrasound reporting. 26 (The four concept types taken from reference 31 that were not included in reference 26, as described in the Background section, modeled features that were specific to describing plain radiographs, and had thus been excluded from the pelvic-ultrasound model.) To test the organizing model, three reports were manually represented sentence by sentence.
The actions of model building included creating new concept types and relations, and renaming or removing concept types when an alternative representation was found to be preferred for content that was already represented. Alternative representations were judged by four qualitative criteria: 1) the degree to which a report generated from the representation would communicate the clinically relevant information in the source text, 2) the degree to which the model would provide important semantic constraints (potentially facilitating structured data entry"'), 3) the degree to which a single form would exist in the model for expressing a single meaning (a "canonical form," potentially facilitating image retrieval), and 4) the simplicity of the model as a whole. CLARIT nounphase parses of the sample sentences and the CLARIT thesaurus were both available during these meetings. Concept types were named using words from the corresponding CLARIT noun phrases when possible.
We kept track of our model using a combination of our own semantic-network software (Thenetsys 42), ASCII files of conceptual graphs, and graphic drawings.
Exploration of Automated Model Discovery
To begin exploring how natural-language processing might automate model building, the noun phrases parsed by CLARIT for each sentence in one sample report were compared with the representations of the same sentences in the manually built model. When a CLARIT noun phrase corresponded with more than one concept instance in the model representation, the words within the noun phrase were examined for patterns of concept types that tend to co-occur within noun phrases.
Results

Manually Built Semantic Model
The organizing model resulting from our modelbuilding process consisted of 62 concept types and 17 relations. Most concept types are subtypes of the broad concept types FINDING, ANATOMIC Locus, PRO-CEDURE, ATTRIBUTE, STATUS, and QUALIFIER. Our modeling of each of these broad types is explained in turn. Using this organizing model to represent three sample reports in their entirety resulted in 79 narrower concept types being added to the model. The majority of these narrower concept types were subtypes of FINDING or ANATOMIC Locus, but many new ATTRIBUTES, STATUSES, and QUALIFIERS also needed to be created. Representing the first sample report resulted in many adjustments to the organizing model. The remaining two reports were representable without any changes to the organizing model. The full representation of one sample report is shown in the appendices.
Representation of Findings
The broadest concept types in our model are organized around the type FINDING [
SHAPE OBSERVATION] -(HAS ATTRIBUTE) -> [SHAPE] (HAS STATUS) -> [PLATELIKE] (HAS STATUS) -> [ROUND] (HAS STATUS) -> [IRREGULAR]. [MULTIPLE] -(HAS ATTRIBUTE). -> [QUANTITY] (HAS STATUS) -> [GREATER THAN ONE].
Representation of Anatomic Loci
We have grouped all anatomic concepts that might be referred to in a report under the concept type ANATOMIC Locus. Subtypes [
ANATOMIC Locus] -(HAS SUBREGION) -> [SPATIAL SUBREGION] (HAS PART) -> [ANATOMIC COMPONENT].
[BILATERAL ANATOMIC Locus] -
[
LEFT_RIGHT AXIS REGION] -(OF LATERALITY) -> [LATERALITY]. [SUPERIOR-INFERIOR AXIS REGION] -(HAS POSITION) -> [SUPERIOR-INFERIOR AXIS POSITION].
[ 
Exploration of Automated Model Discovery
Appendix B shows a sentence-by-sentence comparison of the results of CLARIT noun-phrase parsing with our model's representation.
No one-to-one correspondence exists between CLARIT noun phrases and the concept types used from our model. Manual modeling produced 76 concept instances for this sample report, while CLARIT produced 24 noun phrases. Although 22 of these 24 noun phrases had at least partial correspondence with one or more concept instances in the manually built model of the same sentence, no algorithm is apparent that would transform these noun phrases into representations in our model. We do note the following correspondences, however. Four noun phrases matched a concept exactly. Three of these exact matches were FINDINGS (SURGICAL CLIP, ATELECTASIS, and POST OPERATIVE CHANGES) and one was an INTERVENTION (CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS GRAFT). Three other noun phrases contained words matching one or more STATUSes followed by words matching a FINDING ("new surgical clip," "intact sternotomy wire," and "new plate like opacity").
Two noun phrases contained words matching anatomic locations followed by words matching a FUNDING ("left pleural effusion and "left low lobe atelectasis"). ___~ ---Twenty-six concept instances in the representation of these sentences do not correspond to_words in either the CLARIT noun phrases or the original text. An example is RADIATION REACTION (an ETIOLOGIC DI-AGNOSIS) in the-representation of Sentence 4 in Appendix B. This concept has to be represented to connect an observed REGIONAL INCREASED OPACITY (an ELEMENTAL FINDING) to its stated possible etiology, RA-DIATION THERAPY. Thus, the diagnosis is only implied in the original text by the mention of an etiologic agent. Three ANATOMIC LOCUS concept. instances that we represented were only implied-in the TEXT. All of the ATTRIBUTES and QUALIFIERS in our model were left implied in the text. We found it necessary to explicitly represent these implied concepts to achieve a complete and connected representation for the' sentence. Complete, connected representations using the most atomic concepts possible are necessary to meet the criterion of having a single form for a single meaning (a canonical form).
Discussion
Concept modeling is central to sharing the meaning of information among computer applications and even within an individual application. The shortcomings of available controlled medical vocabularies as systems of meaning have been described. 18,43 Increasing effort is being devoted to developing semantic-network models of medical subdomains and controlled vocabularies. 19-27 This report differs from most prior reports of modeling efforts in that the process by which the model was built is described in detail and the broadest organizing concept types in the model are described comprehensively.
The Process of Manual Modeling for Radiologic Reporting
Building semantic models rigorously is difficult. Our modeling process was aided by combining top-down design by domain experts with bottom-up abstraction from examples of domain content. Nonetheless, we considered many alternative structures and made many revisions to the model. Our experience would indicate that two groups modeling the same knowledge domain are likley to build quite different models unless they share both methods for model building and criteria for judging their model. We used four explicitly stated criteria to decide among alternative representations.
These criteria have so far been applied only subjectively, but they increased our confidence in the resulting model.
We encountered many of the same difficulties that Masarie et al. encountered when building a model that mapped cardiopulmonary findings among the controlled vocabularies of three existing expert systems. 44 Their model, mapping a total of 522 terms from the expert systems, took two years to develop despite -the assistance of "automatic instantiator" software. Challenges they identified included a laborintensive -modeling process and difficulty achieving consensus among the authors regarding the definitions and most intuitive names for concepts in -their system. Although we encountered the same difficulties, we found that the modeling process became easier as the model grew and-our confidence in the process increased. After representing one sample report, extending the model based on two additional sample reports did not require any changes to the broader, --organizing concept types and relations.
Robustness of the Current Model
Our modeling started with a previously-developed core model of a "findings-diagnosis continuum." Although the remainder of the organizing representation was altered somewhat during modeling, this core model changed very little. Extensive validation of this model is not yet possible because applications that will directly use it-to perform structured reporting and image indexing remain under development. Completion of these applications was not possible, however, without an initial model.
Our experience suggests that modeling radiologists' interpretations from low-level to higher-level-findings is important to provide both semantic constraints and canonical forms. Radiologists often omit from their reports descriptions of the low-level findings from which they inferred higher-level findings. They may, for example, simply report "congestive heart failure" rather than list the lower-level findings that they observed, such as "blunted costophrenic angles, " "upper zone vascular redistribution,:' and "increased interstitial markings." Conversely, they may list. the lower-level findings they see -without mentioning the higher-level findings that should be inferred from them. Clinicians will probably always leave some important concepts unstated as long as they can assume that the readers of their reports have medical knowledge and can perform seemingly obvious inferences. Abstraction and retrieval, of radiographic results may be enhanced if systems are able to suggest or fill in these often-unstated concepts. As an example, an epidemiologist may need to retrieve all patients in a particular patient database whose chest radiographs showed a pleural effusion. Some reports, however, may mention both"'blunted costophrenic angles" and "congestive heart failure" but may not mention "pleural effusion."
A system that is able to suggest or fill in the unstated intermediate interpretation, either at the time that reports are generated or at the time that queries are executed, would increase the completeness of retrieval. The knowledge required for this, however, would go-beyond a pure "concept model" as defined by Rector, 22 to include valid associations among specific lower-and higher-level findings.
.
. '_ Exploration of Automated Model Discovery
Our modeling process relied on manual examination of natural-language reports for guidance. Automated natural-language processing holds the promise of at least assisting the expert modeler To examine how representations in our model-might. have been automatically generated from source noun phrases, we looked for patterns of correspondence between concept instances in our representation of sample sentences and noun phrases parsed by the CLARIT system from the same sentences. '
Many noun phrases corresponded-loosely to. one or more concept. instances in our representation,. but few noun phrases matched a concept instance completely. Some noun phrases specifically paired instances of FINDING and STATUS, or FINDING and-ANA-TOMIC Locus. Further work with natural-language . . processing tools may therefore enhance "bottom-up'-' modeling by nominating specific associations between findings and modifiers. Parsing algorithms7 that yield more complex noun phrases (connecting noun phrases across prepositions, for example) might show richer concept associations than did the simple noun phrases used in this study. More complex noun phrases, however, could also be expected to. increase the number of false-positive associations that would need to be examined. At this stage it seems unlikely that sublanguage analysis based on noun-phrase parsing could replace the "top-down" contribution of domain experts:
Development of an organizing model using explicitly stated criteria for making modeling decisions has-made the extension of our model-increasingly fast-and consistent, with 'improving agreement about-the meaning and purpose of individual concepts. One avenue of future work would be to continue extending the model in chest radiography, using our current process and new sample reports, until no new concepts are being added to the model. Our judgment, however, is that' the most-important next step in model building is to convert our criteria into more objective methods of model evaluation Communication of clinically relevant-information could be. tested by comparing a natural-language report with text generated from a model-based representation of the same-report. Testing the quality of semantic constraints in our model will require a prototype structured data-entry application that uses a semantic model. Testing whether a single expression exists for a single meaning could be performed manually by asking two different modelers to represent the same report independently.
A model-based-query and retrieval system would also be necessary to test the model's. support for practical-image indexing. Simplicity of the model (the least important criterion) might be measured by the ratio of organizing concept types to the more specific concept types that are actually referred to in reports.
A model authoring tool would enhance the reproducibility of model building and the maintainability of model content. Minimum requirements of such a tool would include 1) browsing of concepts and their relations; 2) adding and editing concepts; 3) input and output of a standard interchange format for medical-concept representation, which currently could be conceptual graphs; and 4) maintaining of documentation of modeling decisions. It should also assist an author in objectively evaluating a proposed change to the model. Authoring tools will be particularly important as collaboration in modeling becomes wider and attempts are made to extend models across task domains. Authoring tools would also facilitate using the same modeling process in a different knowledge domain, such as clinic notes. Any model that is sharable across more than one task domain will be a significant achievement. We are taking the first steps toward that goal.
Conclusion
We report a manual modeling process that combines top-down insight into the structure of concepts in a subdomain with bottom-up analysis of natural-language reports. Modeling decisions that might have been made arbitrarily were instead guided by explicitly stated criteria. Applied to chest radiography, this process produced a small organizing model that showed consistency in early testing. Further progress in report modeling will be enhanced by the development of software applications that directly use the model. Each sentence of this report is shown followed by the noun phrases parsed-from the sentence by CLARIT and a conceptual graph representation of the sentence. Conceptual graphs for an individual report consist of concept instances linked by relations. In a functioning reporting system, concept instances would be represented in a patient database as references to the corresponding concept types in the model. Many concept instances could be simply generic references in the model (generic concept instances), but instances that link a particular set of other instances would require individual records in the patient database. These specific concept instances are designated here with arbitrary individual markers (such as "#2201")
simply to show that they would have identity within a patient database.-.
Concept types that were not introduced in the Results section of this paper are introduced here with a subtype assertion that relates the new concept to its closest supertype.
Sentence 1: PA view is compared to the previous examination dated 10-22-91.
CLARIT: "pa view, " "previous 
